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Two openings made in existing fabric with dressed 
rubble stone and oak beams to head.

Existing sloping concrete floor slab retained to reduce 
risk of damage to historic fabric. Insulation, screed with 
underfloor heating and finishes installed above this. 
Due to the slope it is necessary for a two step change 
in level between living areas. 

Cement render removed from internal face of 
wall. Wood fibre insulation, 60mm thick installed 
with lime plaster and breathable paint. In areas 
where external wall below ground level, plastic 
membrane inserted, with drain to base, then 
insulated timber stud finished with wood fibre 
board to ensure continuity of finish.

Refuse and recycling store

WC & Kitchen ventilation extract to 
exit at high level above glazing where 
not visible from external ground level. 
To be finished with cast iron grill 
painted to colour of stone. 

Aluminium framed pivot doors

Slots direct glazed

Existing barn doors retained and pinned in position 
shown. Cobble threshold which runs beneath these 
to be repaired.

Ground Floor First Floor
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Bathroom

Bedroom 3

Bedroom 4
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New slot window with thin aluminium
frame section. Oak lintel above.

Standing seam mid-grey zinc roof
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In line conservation rooflights.
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